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THE GOOD NEWS REVIEW 

A Note From Our Founder… 
As the year comes to a close, I can’t help but wonder how many of us 
are waiting for the magic of January 1st to happen. Do you have the 
notion that the craziness of 2020 will finally be over and life will return 
to a semblance of normalcy? Does the promise of 2021 leave you 
treading water for a few more weeks?  
This year has challenged most of us beyond what we could have 
imagined!. I have two words for you - PERSISTENCE and FAILURE! 
Persistence might be self explanatory, but why Failure?  
I learned the power of failure from one of my business mentors,  
Sara Blakely. Sara tells about the family dinner table in her youth when 
her father asked to hear of a failure that happened that day and what 
lesson was learned. It was this concept that helped her become the 
inventor of the Spanx brand with a current net worth of $1.1 billion. 
Mistakes and failure teaches us what works and what doesn’t work.  
It gives us the opportunity for growth because if we persist we will learn 
what does work and build our confidence to keep trying.  
Today, whether you are paying down debt, losing weight, or teaching 
children, I challenge all of us to embrace FAILURE, learn from it and 
PERSIST until we achieve our goals.  
Here’s to failing forward and NOT quitting, heading into 2021!  
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Connie Larson

FESTIVE  

FACTS  

Did you know…Rudolf the 
Red-Nosed Reindeer was 
initially conceptualized as a 
moose named Reginald?  

Did you know…Nearly 28 
Lego sets are sold every 
second during the Christmas 
season? 

Did you know…In A.D. 350, 
Pope Julius I, bishop of Rome 
proclaimed December 25 the 
official celebration date for the 
birthday of Christ? 

Did you know…Christmas 
trees have been sold in the 
U.S. since 1850? 

Did you know…Christmas 
trees are grown for about 15 
years before they are sold? 

Did you know…Each year 
the re a re approx imate l y 
20,000 “rent-a-Santas” across 
the United States?
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Meet Sol… 

Sol has lived and worked in Corona, California 
since the 1980’s. He and his wife Terri have 
three children: Stephanie, Adam, and Danielle. 


As a Credit Coach, Educator and Mentor with  
Living Better 101, Sol knows the tremendous value in 
alleviating the burden of debt and credit problems, as 
he shows people how step into their own power with 
the education and tools Living Better 101 provides. 
Sol’s motto is,  

’'Better Call Sol”,  
and he will light the path for a successful outcome. 

His genuine smile matches his personality as Sol is a 
friend to many. Individuals that meet him for the first 
time find his companionship refreshing and special. He listens when others talk, and if the 
conversation requires an answer, he responds genuinely and honestly.  

Community outreach and making a difference fits Sol’s mantra. Over the years Sol has 
worked for the Census, and for the County Registrar in many elections since the 1990s.       
In fact, his ideas have been implemented to count ballots more quickly & efficiently.                
In addition to his many areas of community involvement, he was appointed by the Corona 
City Council to the Corona Parks and Recreation Commission in 2015 and served as 
Chairman in 2017. 

When not in the office, or serving the community, you can find Sol at the                          
Camp Transformation Center in Riverside or hanging out with his family. 

We are extremely fortunate to have Sol on our Living Better 101 team! 
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Tom Corley, another Mentor of mine, did a study of 
successful people to find out what they did and what habits 
they established to create their success. One of the biggest 
contributors of success he found was PERSISTENCE. 


Those with the most persistence were the most successful in 
life. If that is true, why wouldn’t we want to adopt that habit in 
our own lives? It applies to every goal we set out to 
accomplish from increasing income, raising credit scores to 
finishing a college degree. 


* Persistence means never quitting on your dream. 


* Persistence means taking action every day.


* Persistence means never giving into your doubts. 


* Persistence means not letting fear stop you from reaching 
your goals. 


* Persistence means you pick yourself up after a 
devastating failure. You only fail when you quit. 


* Persistence means not allowing distractions to shift your 
focus. 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per-sist-ence 
/pərˈsistəns/ 
noun 
Firm or obstinate 
continuance in a 
course of  action in 
spite of  difficulty 

or opposition. 


In psychology, persistence is a 
personality trait. Persistence 
refers to perseverance in spite 
of fatigue or frustration. 


Tenacity   

Determination 

Resolve 

Resolution 

Diligence  

Commitment 

Dedication 


The Power of Persistence 

STRETCHING GOALS, FAILING AND RESETTING OUR

GOALSPREPARES US FOR 
NORMAL LIFE
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Sandy originally sought out Living Better 101 to help her with a difficult student loan 
situation.  

Not only were those pesky student loans reporting NEGATIVELY on her credit report, she 
wanted better Credit Scores. While Sandy started with a middle Credit Score of 647, she set 
a goal to have a middle score of 750 or higher.  

Today, Sandy has 6 DELETIONS and raised her scores by 282 points. She also built her 
credit with Credit Cards that have NO annual fee and low interest rates and continues to 
keep her balances low to maintain her new middle score of 751. 

This month we celebrate Sandy! 

If you know someone who anyone who could use our HELP, 

let us know or send them our way.
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It’s What We Do! 
Good news for our Living Better 101 Students. 
Helping our students achieve their GOALS AND DREAMS. 

Call: 844-844-3911  

Email: support@LivingBetter101.com  

Happy Holidays

mailto:support@LivingBetter101.com
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